
The medium has many factors in which influences the message. Larry from A Gospel 
According To Larry had an a strong opinion that he felt the need to share with others. He 
wanted people to focus on his message rather than his medium; however, McLuhan’s theory 
explains why Larry’s medium outdid his message. 


According to McLuhan For Beginners, “a medium— while it may often be a new technology— 
is any extension of our bodies, minds, or beings.” Some might be quick to assume that Larry’s 
medium was his blog, or even his computer. In some cases, that may actually be the medium. 
However, Larry’s medium was his alternate persona. It was a part of him. He used himself (the 
medium) to spread awareness about anti-consumerism (the message). 


As important as Larry’s message was, McLuhan’s theory regarding The Medium Is the Message 
states that the medium is always more important than the message. The viewers were focused 
on his message of anti-consumerism, but that changed as soon as the medium’s identity was 
brought to light. People started focusing less on the message and began focusing more on the 
medium. 


As quoted from the novel, “Larry was now, officially, a product. And you know what happens to 
products. They get consumed.” People ate up news about Larry, or Josh Swensen. Various 
businesses and journalists caught up on this and they used it to their advantage to gain views 
and customers. News regarding Larry out-shadowed his message. By the time he “died” 
people had long forgotten his message and were primarily focused on his medium.


Larry wanted people to focus on his message and not his medium. He was passionate about 
his views on anti-consumerism and he had dreamt of being a philosopher. However, his actions 
did not change the fact that the medium is always more important. Larry’s plan was to spread 
awareness about anti-consumerism. Unfortunately, they had not gone as he had hoped, as 
society focused more on Larry himself rather than his views on anti-consumerism. The medium 
is more important than the message, and not even Larry could change that.


